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Programming Hive
by Edward Capriolo, Dean Wampler, Jason Rutherlgen
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by Joseph Tan
Published: GI Global
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Published: GI Global
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Chapter 17: Database Marketing Process Supported by Ontologies (50 mins)
PREDICTIVE MODEL MARKUP LANGUAGE Predictive model markup language (PMML) is an XML-based language that provides a way for applications to define statistical and data mining models and to share these models between PMML compliant applications (Data Mining Group). ... Such DM-elements are represented by OWL classes together with variations of their representations in XML (allowing information interchange with PMML DM models). Since PMML is an XML based standard, its specification comes in the form of an XML schema that defines language primitives as follows (Breza et al., 2008): Data Dictionary: It defines fields that are the inputs for models and specifies their types and value ranges.

Taming The Big Data Tidal Wave: Finding Opportunities in Huge Data Streams with Advanced Analytics
by Bill Franks
Published: John Wiley & Sons
Pattern: PMML for Cascading and Hadoop
P Nathan, G Kathalogiri (2013-08-11)
https://goo.gl/jk7829
Pattern – score a model, using pre-defined Cascading app

cascading.org/projects/pattern
Generalized Workflow for ML Use Cases in Big Data

Algorithms and developer-centric template thinking only go so far in real-world workflows…

Results shown in blue, hard problems highlighted in red
“One Size Fits All” Doesn’t Anymore

This common architectural pattern requires interchange…

Tuning Spark Streaming for Throughput
Gerard Maas, Virdata (2014-12-22)
IoT alters “velocity” and “volume” dramatically
This growing category of use cases requires interchange...

bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/06/19/g-e-makes-the-machine-and-then-uses-sensors-to-listen-to-it/
Lessons from the success of Apache Spark…

interchange is necessary for the ecosystem

major use cases tend to build their own ML libraries – despite a case where a majority of committers tend to support a common vision and encourage use of a canonical library (MLLib with DataFrames)

when a successful business grows over time, challenges arise by definition: managing separated teams, mergers and acquisitions, increased audits, regulations, etc.

therefore, lack of interchange for analytics represents a serious technical debt and potential liability
Lessons from the success of Apache Spark…

direct use of “compilers” becomes atypical as abstraction layers become smarter for deferred optimization
What to suggest for existing standards?

microservices: how to compose models + parameters from multiple/distinct services

support for API definitions in Swaggar http://swagger.io/

consider the benefits of Parquet, e.g., how pushdown predicates enable better optimization of workflows
What to suggest for existing standards?

additional standards emerging for other aspects of workflow definition:


create and share documents that contain live code, equations, visualizations and explanatory text


shares versioned data through a decentralized network
What to suggest for existing standards?

Other lingering issues:

data lineage / provenance

metadata drift
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Just Enough Math
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justenoughmath.com